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ALDERMAN, MARCI 2

The Sport Fishing Education Interns will assist with the delivery of the family fishing events and other fishing related education programs statewide.  Will also assist and 
learn how to repair equipment and occassional data entry.

Required/Preferred Skills - fishing skills, presentation skills, skill in working with the public, computer skills

Phoenix No 30 No

BAKER, SARAH 1

The intern will conduct field work on a wide variety of exciting non-game wildlife projects, especially on amphibians and reptiles.  Current projects include surveys for 
small mammals, amphibians, and reptiles on military lands near Yuma.  Duties will include searching for amphibians and reptiles by sight and sound, live-trapping small 
mammals, accurately and thoroughly recording field data, entering data into Excel spreadsheets, and routine equipment maintenance.  Experience safely recreating or 
working in extreme desert heat will be very valuable.  Will typically depart from Phoenix each Monday and return each Friday, with remote desert camping or bunkhouse 
lodging on site during the week.  This will be a great opportunity to get experience with dozens of species, from pocket mice to foxes and from tadpoles to tortoises.  

Employment is contingent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency’s ability to reasonably accommodate any restrictions.   

Preferred skills - passion for non-game wildlife and the outdoors, ability to hike several miles in adverse weather conditions carrying a heavy packs, amphibian, reptile or 
small mammal identification, general outdoor skills, map and GPS experience, first aid, off road driving, attention to detail, data recording and entry

Phoenix No 40 Yes

BAUMGARTEN, TIM 1

The intern assigned will experience multiple assignments including customer service while interacting with the public at the Department's headquarters, assisting the 
communications center with answering calls from the public and providing information regarding wildlife and wildlife encounters, assisting the OHV and watercraft 
programs with logistically preparing officer training programs and law enforcement operations including sobriety checkpoints, OHV checkpoints and logistically supplying 
regions with maintained and or repaired equipment and vehicles.  May involve filing, categorizing files or transporting vehicles where needed for law enforcement 
operations.  

Preferred skills - knowledge of Department laws and/or regulations, computer skills, Microsoft Office products, camping and hunting knowledge, boat operation ability, 
OHV operation ability, ability to drive with trailer experience 

Phoenix No 40 No

BEACH, COLIN
NELSON, HALEY 3

The interns will work on a variety of habitat connectivity/wildlife-vehicle collision reduction research projects.  Focal species for current projects include mule deer, elk, 
desert bighorn sheep, pronghorn, burros, and tortoise.  The interns will perform duties that include camera trap data retrieval and maintenance, camera and video 
surveillance image analysis, animal GPS movement data gathering, animal movement barrier inventories, and database management.  Experience with camera traps, 
ground and aerial telemetry, Excel, and hiking in various environments is beneficial.  The interns will be mentored and supervised and will function as part of a research 
team, which includes collaboratively and independently completing agreed upon tasks.  Projects are located throughout the state, but the positions will be based out of 
Phoenix.  This internship will provide an opportunity to participate in and contribute to practical and applicable, landscape scale research that is mitigating habitat 
fragmentation effects for wildlife.  

Employment is contingent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency’s ability to reasonably accommodate any restrictions. 

Preferred skills - passion for wildlife and the outdoors, attention to detail, general outdoor skills, basic understanding of Microsoft Excel, ability to hike in various 
environments, familiarity using telemetry, GIS, GPS, remote (trail) camera use, ArcGIS Collector and other mobile device application experience

Phoenix No 40 Yes

BEARD, ZACHARY
SIMMONS, SAMUEL 2

The interns will assist the Department's Research Branch with conducting research on sport fish restoration projects.  Under the direction of the Sport Fish Research 
Biologist, the intern will be primarily responsibile for conducting angler interviews, assisting with surgical implantations of radio tags in Gila Trout, and tracking Gila Trout 
using radio antenna equipment.  Duties may also include other duties associated with other sport fish restoration projects.  Interns will also be responsible for assisting 
with entering and quality checking data.  Interns may perform other duties as assigned.  Interns will be required to travel and work irregular hours, including weekends.  

Employment is contingent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency’s ability to reasonably accommodate any restrictions. 

Preferred skills -ability to hike for extended periods of time, be comfortable interacting with the general public, interest in fisheries and fisheries research, prefably 
working towards a degree in fisheries, wildlife, or a related field with an interest in research 

Phoenix No 40 Yes
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BENEDICT, CHUCK 1

This intern will be responsible for conducting comprehensive angler creel surveys at various locations throughout the region.  Creel surveys include conducting site visits 
to recreational lakes and streams to survey anglers on the fishing experience, along with entering creel data in established databases.  Other duties include assisting in 
collecting water quality data, assisting with zooplankton surveys, analyzing zooplankton samples, assisting with sportfish education activities and assisting with fish 
surveys on various waters in the region.  Fish habitat work may also occur during the summer including making concrete weights and placing fish habitat in lakes.  The 
position may assist with native aquatic wildlife activities such as stream surveys, garter snake surveys and non native removals as needed.  Opportunities to assist other 
programs in the Region with other projects may also be available.    

Employment is contingent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency’s ability to reasonably accommodate any restrictions.   

Required skills - communication skills, walking, reading and computer use.
Preferred skills - experience working with the public, fishing experience  

Flagstaff No 40 Yes

BUTLER, ERIN 2

The interns will monitor water levels and wildlife use at waters using camera traps in extremely hot desert conditions.  Will conduct dove baiting and banding.  Enter data 
using a personal computer in various databases.  Participate in regional outreach activities and other regional duties (which may include nuisance wildlife calls, fish 
surveys, prairie dog transects, ride-a-longs, habitat evaluations, etc.).  Applicants must be able to hike up to 3 miles in a day and be prepared to conduct fieldwork in 
harsh conditions (extreme temperatures and terrain).  Applicants must be hard-working, open to diverse tasks and responsibilities, be willing to ask question or for help, 
have a good attitude and be proven to work well with others.  Applicants must be able to work independently and as part of a team.  

Employment is contingent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency’s ability to reasonably accommodate any restrictions. 

Kingman Yes 40 Yes

CORDOVA, JENNIFER 3

The interns will be working on the black-footed ferret project at 3 reintroduction sites.  Primary duties will include prairie dog density mapping to determine colony 
boundaries and density.  Other duties will include prairie dog index surveys, spotlighting and litter searches for black-footed ferrets at night, and prairie dog and small 
mammal trapping and handling.  Some other duties, if time permits, may include dusting prairie dogs burrows, collecting samples from predators for disease testing, and 
yellow-billed cuckoo surveys.  The internship is located in Seligman, AZ, which is a rural town of about 800 people with the nearest cities about an hour away.  Interns 
will share a house in Seligman, that also serves as the office.  

Required skills - ability to walk at least 7-10 miles per day in inclement weather, able to work independently and as part of a team
Preferred skills - ability to use GPS, ability to complete tasks, ability to trap small mammals  

Seligman Yes 40 No

FABIAN, GARRETT 1

This intern will perform several duties related to fish culture, including: cleaning and maintain rearing units, feeding fish, loading and stocking fish, and calculating 
average weights through sampling.  The intern will also perform regular landscaping tasks on the hatchery property and perform routine cleaning and maintenance of 
hatchery equipment and infrastructure as needed.    Provides hatchery tours and answers questions from hatchery visitors.  Silver Creek Hatchery is located on 840 
acres of AZGFD land.  The property is located approximately 10 miles northeast of Show Low Arizona at an elevation of 6200 feet.  

Employment is contingent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency’s ability to reasonably accommodate any restrictions.     

Preferred skills - experience caring for live animals (preferably fish), knowledge of fish biology, experience with use of hand tools and grounds keeping equipment (such 
as lawnmowers and string trimmers), attention to detail in repetitive tasks, repeated lifting and carrying of 50 pound bags of ffed, 30-50 pound nets of fish, and 25-40 
pound buckets of fish, ability to work in a remote location, ability to work in all types of weather conditions

Silver Creek 
Hatchery, 

Show Low, AZ
Yes 40 Yes

GARCIA, ISRAEL
STEIGHLER, KATE 3

The primary duties and responsibilities of these interns will be to assist the AGFD Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS) Program with various functions and activities.  Duties 
may include: outreach and education efforts at various Arizona lakes and streams to educate the public about AIS, supervised decontamination on contaminated boats 
and equipment, general equipment maintenance and repair, surveys for AIS at various waters, data entry and may assist other aquatic programs.  Fieldwork may involve 
long days outdoors in extreme temperatures and occasional overnight travel.  Office duties will include data entry and management, literature research and report 
generation.  These are field positions and will involve good public communication skills and the ability to work daytime in strenuous, hot, summertime activities, 
especially on weekends. 

Employment is contingent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency’s ability to reasonably accommodate any restrictions.   

Required skills - strong customer service skills, ability to work independently in the field following established protocols and procedures, basic understanding of aquatic 
ecosystems or water chemistry, and basic understanding of fishing or fish biology
Preferred skills - knowledge of 4-wheel drive operation, basic trailering skills

Various -
(Phoenix, Lake 
Havasu City, 

Page)

No 40 Yes
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GIORDANO, BRYAN
LARSON, ANDREW 3

These interns will work on ongoing native trout and native aquatics conservation projects.  Duties may include backpacking and boat electrofishing surveys; removal of 
nonnative species; narrow-headed gartersnake and leopard frog surveys; netting surveys; identifying and handling fish; mapping stream reaches.  The intern may be 
responsible for preparing for field trips; maintaining and organizing data and equipment; preparing for overnight camping and backpacking trips; driving vehicles over 
rough terrain.  Fieldwork will include hiking long distances in extreme temperature over rough terrain; carrying upwards of 30 pounds at times.  The ideal candidate will 
be comfortable working outdoors for extended periods of time in adverse conditions.  Opportunities may arise where interns may be able to join other work units for field 
days.  

Employment is contingent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency's ability to reasonably accommodate any restrictions.  

Required skills - willingness and ability to work in varying field conditions which may require hiking many miles over rough terrain carrying heavy loads
Preferred skills - experience and/or interest in native aquatics and fisheries management; trout, other fish, and aquatic organism ID skills, camping/outdoor recreation 
experience

Pinetop Yes 40 Yes

GRIMSLEY, ASHLEY 3

The Flat-tailed Horned Lizard (FTHL) Interns will be assisting a field crew leader (technician) in conducting yearly occupancy monitoring for the FTHL.  Monitoring 
requires field experience or the ability to conduct arduous field surveys by hiking in extremely hot, dry conditions in the Sonoran Desert.  Experience with GPS, driving 
4x4 trucks, back country navigation, and handling herpetofauna are highly recommended.  Monitoring involves finding lizards through tracking or visual encounters, and 
processing (weighing, measuring) upon capture.  For each survey session, crew members will survey 75 plots across 130,000 acres of the Barry M. Goldwater Range 
and Bureau of Reclamation Lands in teams of two.  Tasks involve extensive off-roading on sandy roads and back road navigation to each of the plots.  Surveys start at 
sunrise and continue through the FTHL activity periods (ending when temperatures reach >45C.  Daily office duties after field work include data entry, data organization, 
and field/gear preparation and organization.  The intern will work in an 8-day-on, 6-day-off schedule for 6 survey sessions near Yuma, Arizona, with the potential for 5-
day work weeks (dependent on temperatures and lizard occupancy).  The position can be either Phoenix or Yuma based, with available housing in/near Yuma through 
the field season.  Participate in other projects, including FTHL demography, Tucson Shovel-nosed snake road cruising surveys, and Chuckwalla population surveys, are 
possible at the beginning and end of the FTHL occupancy field season, dependent on availability.  

Preferred skills - passion for wildlife and conservation, ability to hike up to 6 miles while carrying heavy pack, experience working with reptiles, have general outdoor 
skills, GPS navigation, experience working in harsh conditions, off-road driving, attention to detail, data recording and entry  

Phoenix Yes 40 No

GROVER, MARK 1

This intern will assist crews with conducting a wide variety of activities that may include (but not limited to) any of the following: Fish collectin and transport, fish 
stocking,nonnative fish removals, angler surveys, stream surveys, aquatic snake surveys, piscicide treatments, water quality collection, Zooplankton surveys, habitat 
assessments, cleaning and disinfecting gear, stock tank surveys, driving 4x4 vehicles, warehouse cleanup and organization, lake surveys, fish habitat construction and 
deployment, transporting equipment for repair/maintenance and other duties as assigned.  Crews will use any combination of gear types including: Electorfishing 
(backpack and boat), seines, hoop-nets, minnow traps, gill nets, trammel nets, angling equipment, snorkeling equipment/wet suits, others.  Crews may work for extended 
periods of time (up to 5 days) in remote wilderness settings.  Crews may work alternating shifts (day and night) up to 16 hour days.  Crews will be required to hike in 
rough terrain over long distances (up to 10 miles).  Crews will work in varying weather conditions.  Multi-day backpacking and camping trips, will be required.  Lifting and 
carrying up to 50 lbs for 5-10 miles at a time is not uncommon.  Swimming in cold and moving water is not uncommon.  Qualified candidates will require a positive 
attitude, ability to work well in a group setting, ability to work well under stressful situations, and willingness to conduct a variety of tasks knowing that those tasks may be 
subject to change.  

Employment is contingent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency’s ability to reasonably accommodate any restrictions. 

Required/preferred skills - driving, hiking/backpacking long distances carrying a heavy pack, work in adverse weather conditions, swimming, strong communicaton skills, 
general biology background (interest in fisheries preferred), experience with backpack electrofishers, hoop nets, and four wheel drive vehicles 

Flagstaff No 40 Yes

HART, MARK 1

The intern will spend approximately 75-80 percent of their time working on regional information and edcuation and programs. Specifically, the intern will assist with 
displays at birding and nature festivals, as well as teach watercraft courses, and will learn the basics of media relations; specifically, writing media advisories, news 
releases and social media posts. The intern will also assist the front counter with phone calls and accompany the regional IEPM in responding to nusiance wildlife call 
outs. 

Tucson No 40 No

HARTSON, CALLIE 1

Under supervision of the Department Veterinatrian and the Wildlife Health Biologist, the intern will participate on several on-going projects being conducted by the 
Wildlife Health Program, including but not limited to research on sylvatic plague vaccine for prairie dogs, mortality investigations, disease testing of wildlife populations, 
and chronic wasting disease surveillance.  The intern will asssist with necropsies, sample collection, small mammal and bird trapping, sample kit prepration, and data 
entry.  The intern will be required to to camp and work outside during very hot or cold conditions.    

Employment is contingent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency’s ability to reasonably accommodate any restrictions.     

Preferred skills - scientific method, basic laboratory skills, techniques and protocols, familiarity with laboratory equipment, avian and small mammal handling, avian and 
small mammal trapping, and vertebrate anatomy

Phoenix No 40 Yes
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HICKERSON, BRIAN 2

The interns will assist with native fish conservation projects, including surveying and monitoring; transporting and stocking of native fishes; removal of nonnative species; 
hiking, backpacking, and carrying buckets of fish in extreme temperatures over rough terrain; camping in remote locations; navigation using GPS and topographic maps; 
identifying, handling, and processing of native and nonnative fishes and other aquatic organisms; preparing for field work; maintaining and organizing field equipment; 
recording, organizing, entering and filing data, field notes and photos; stream habitat surveys; installing and removing temperature monitors.  Fieldwork may involve long 
days, weekends, and/or being out of town for up to one week at a time.  Interns will use standard and 4WD vehicles with trailers, UTVs and ATVs, and will operate and 
maintain a variety of specialized equipment common to fisheries work. Opportunities may arise to where interns will be able to join other work units for field days.  

Employment is contingent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency’s ability to reasonably accommodate any restrictions. 

Required/preferred skills - outdoor skills (including camping), hiking long distances carrying a heavy pack, work in adverse weather conditions, general biology 
background (interest in fisheries preferred), experience with backpack electrofishers, hoop nets, and four wheel drive vehicles. 

Phoenix No 40 Yes

HICKS, HOLLY 2

Interns will be collecting data for sylvatic plague vaccine field trials on Gunnison's prairie dogs on the Kaibab National Forest.  Will be collecting population density data 
using GPS, visual observations, and trapping techniques.  Intern will distribute vaccinated baits and conduct follow up visual surveys on bait uptake.  Interns will 
participate in trapping, processing and collecting samples from Gunnison's prairie dogs.  Will operate a 4x4 vehicle to access sites and have knowledge of maps and 
navigation to travel between sites.  Camping in the field is required at times and some work will occur on the weekends.  Interns will be hiking long distances at times in 
extreme conditions.  Knowledge of Microsoft programs and G-Suites will be necessary to write trip reports and enter data.  This is an extended internship and will requie 
full availability until mid-October.  

Employment is contingent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency’s ability to reasonably accommodate any restrictions. 

Preferred skills - knowledge and use of GPS, ability to navigate using maps, camping and hiking experience, ability to identify small mammals, 4x4 experience, Microsoft 
Windows and G-Suites knowledge

Phoenix No 40 Yes

HICKS, HOLLY 4

These interns will assist with small mammal conservation projects consisting of office and mostly field work.  Field work includes surveying and monitoring small 
mammal populations primarily in the White Mountains, but may involve assisting with other small mammal projects statewide.  Interns will also conduct vegetation 
surveys at high priority sites.  Requires hiking in extreme temperatures over rough terrain, camping, navigating with GPS and landmarks, identifying small mammals and 
vegetation, and accurately collecting data with minimal supervision.  Field work may require thorough planning before a trip, long days, weekends, and/or being out of 
town in remote areas for up to a week at a time.  Other duties include data entry, writing assignments, reading and producing maps, researching literature, operating 
4WD vehicles, cleaning and maintaining equipment.

Employment is contingent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency’s ability to reasonably accommodate any restrictions.

Preferred skills - knowledge and use of GPS, ability to navigate using maps, camping and hiking experience, ability to identify small mammals, 4x4 experience, Microsoft 
Windows and G-Suites knowledge

Sipe Wildlife 
Area Yes 40 Yes

HOFFMAN, JOSH 3

Primarily provide Arizona boating safety education courses, classes and information programs as directed in various locations within the state as well as the Phoenix 
metro area to increase public awareness, appreciation and understanding of safe and responsible watercraft recreation. These classes will be presented to various 
different boaters of varying ages and boating interests. Interns will also assist existing program staff on the water, in a boat and shore-side in conducting boating safety, 
carbon monoxide awareness, and the agency's "Wear It" life jacket  campaign across the state. Additionally, the successful candidate will help develop new, 
experimental, and/or innovative information and education efforts to reach new audiences with programs and products to diversity revenue bases and to increase 
awareness, appreciation, and understanding of safe and responsible watercraft recreation. Interns may also assist with an array of education and interpretive projects for 
the summer. These may include such tasks as assisting with off highway vehicle or related education classes, research, customer service inquires; database 
development and/or data input, assisting in developing meaningful reports with informative graphs and charts highlighting program area achievements via computer entry 
and MS Office Suite software. The successful candidates will work to improve and enhance the Department's commitment to meeting customer needs through quality 
services and will have other duties as appropriate or assigned. The positions are primarily field-oriented, with approximately 50% to 70% of the time spend in the field. It 
may require extensive travel and working on weekends.  

Preferred skills - power boat operation, canoe, kayak or SUP operation, trailer backing skills, off-highway vehicle operation   

Phoenix No 40 No
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JONES, AMBERLE
PEARCE, GRANT 1

The intern will assist with sport fish surveys in streams and rivers using a variety of gear types; gill nets, trap nets, seines, hoop nets and electrofishing.  Performs 
maintenance on watercraft, vehicles and various fisheries equipment.  Operate 4x4 vehicles.  Work duties may require strenuous hiking in extreme temperatures and 
overnight stays in remote locations.  Duties will also include field work preparation, data collection, data entry, updating database records and reporting weekly 
accomplishments.  This position may involve strenuous hiking and camping in remote areas, ranging from low elevation desert streams to high elevation mountain 
streams.    

Employment is contingent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency’s ability to reasonably accommodate any restrictions.     

Preferred skills - ability to communicate effectively, ability to hike long distances in rugged terrain, in adverse weather and heat, computer and data management skills, 
ability to work independently, ability to swim

Mesa No 40 Yes

KLIMA, KAREN 1

These interns will spend approximately 60% of their time working for Safari Club International and 40% of their time working for AZGFD.  The intern will assist with the 
implementation of International Wildlife Museum and Conservation Education Center programs and exhibits.  Incumbent will learn and deliver conservation education 
programs to the public.  AZGFD duties may/will consist of outreach events, teaching kayaking classes, scanning documents, answering front counter calls and assisting 
with any wildlife duties that arise.  Duties may also include surveys, prairie dog feeding, and sheep captures but will vary with regional priorities.     

Preferred skills - public speaking, working in groups, leading groups, and working with youth

Tucson No 40 No

LASHWAY, SHARON
WOLFF, KELLY 1

The primary responsibilities of the intern will be to assist in a regional acoustic bat monitoring project that will include driving in remote areas to identify suitable 
monitoring locations; set up and removal of survey gear; and organizing electronic data.  Other responsibilities will include nongame species surveys for Chiricahua 
Leopard Frog, Lowland Leopard Frog, and Narrow-headed Gartersnakes.  Additional small game and vegetation surveys and monitoring, as well as habitat maintenance 
and improvements will be conducted at the Regional Wildlife Areas.  

Employment is contigent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency's ability to reasonably accomodate any restrictions.  
(pre-exposure rabies vaccination will be required.)

Preferred skills - GPS navigation skills, works well independently or with another individual and can take direction, organization and data management skills, time 
management skills, ability to hike in remote areas ranging from low elevation deserts to high mountain streams, basic knowledge of windows/google programs  

Mesa No 40 Yes

LAWRENCE, RICHARD 1

The intern will obtain practical experience in wildlife GIS, desktop and web GIS.  Some fieldwork testing field GIS applications may be needed.  Duties will also include 
development and testing of data and GIS applications.  

Preferred skills - GIS experience, experience with Google Sheets, Google Docs and, MS Excel and Word, general computing skills, solid communication skills and work 
ethic.

Phoenix No 35-40 No

LYNCH, ASHLEY 4

The Hunter Education interns will assist with the delivery of the Hunter Education online field days and the Hunter Education Bonus Point Field Test through out the state.  
Additionally they will be assisting program staff in preparing course materials, reviewing online course materials, and data entry.  

Employment is contigent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency's ability to reasonably accomodate any restrictions.  

Required/Preferred skills - hunting skills, presentation skills, firearms experience, skill in working with the public, computer skills

Phoenix No 30 Yes

MARSH, MADDY
MOSLEY, CODY 2

These interns will assist the Ranid Frogs Project team in organizing, conducting, and coordinating projects related to inventory, monitoring, management and 
conservation of ranid frogs (and other herpetofauna) and their habitats.  Interns will be working on projects consisting of field and office work.  Field work will include 
surveying for riparian herpetofauna (herps), identifying, handling and processing of herps, preparing for field trips, and maintaining and organizing field equipment.  
Interns will be expected to hike in rough terrain during sometimes inclimate weather, camp for several days at a time, use 4WD vehicles on rough roads, and potentially 
operate ATVs and UTVs in remote areas.  Interns will operate and maintain a variety of specialized equipment common to wildlife and habitat-oriented work.  Internship 
is based out of the Phoenix office; fieldwork will require travel throughout southern and central Arizona, with occasional work during weekends.  Office duties inlcude data 
entry, photo processing, production of maps, and other administrative tasks as needed.      

Employment is contingent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency’s ability to reasonably accommodate any restrictions.     

Preferred skills - hiking, camping in remote areas, navigating with maps and GPS, identifying herpetofaunal species, data entry and management (MS Office), off-
highway driving, production of maps using GIS

Phoenix No 40 Yes

MCCALL, TOM 1

This intern will trap and band doves; conduct radio telemetry for elk; assess causes of mortality; assist with big game aerial and ground surveys; assist with big game 
captures; assist with habitat monitoring; assist with bison work on wildlife areas; data analysis; and other wildlife and habitat duties as assigned.

Preferred skills: wildlife telemetry, wildlife surveys, field work, work in remote areas, working independently and as a part of a group

Flagstaff No 40 No
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MONTGOMERY, BRETT 1

The intern will assist with native fish conservation projects, including surveying and monitoring; transporting and stocking of native fishes; removal of nonnative species; 
hiking, backpacking, and carrying buckets of fish in extreme temperatures over rough terrain; camping in remote locations; navigation using GPS and topographic maps; 
identifying, handling, and processing of native and nonnative fishes and other aquatic organisms; preparing for field work; maintaining and organizing field equipment; 
recording, organizing, filing and entering data, field notes and photos; stream habitat surveys; installing and removing temperature monitors.  Fieldwork may involve long 
days, weekends, and/or being out of town for up to one week at a time.  Interns will use standard and 4WD vehicles with trailers and will operate and maintain a variety 
of specialized equipment common to fisheries work. Opportunities may arise to assist other work units as necessary.  

Employment is contingent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency’s ability to reasonably accommodate any restrictions. 

Required/preferred skills - outdoor skills (including camping), hiking long distances carrying a heavy pack, work in adverse weather conditions, general biology 
background (interest in fisheries preferred), experience with backpack electrofishers, hoop nets, and four wheel drive vehicles.  

Phoenix No 40 Yes

MORENO, EDUARDO
SCOBIE, EMILY 2

The interns will be assist wildlife biologists with mulitple species surveys state wide, assisting with computer data entry, and other various field activities.  Proejct 
activities may include bat acoustic and trapping, Mexican Spotted Owl surveys, wildlife video monitoring and data entry.  Dutis will include working from dusk till dawn 
and may include working in extreme temperatures, hiking and camping in desert and mountainous terrain for up to a week at a time.  

Employment is contingent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency’s ability to reasonably accommodate any restrictions. 

Required/preferred skills - outdoor skills (including camping), hiking long distances, lifting/carrying a heavy pack/materials over short distances, work in adverse weather 
conditions, navigational aids involving GPS

Phoenix No 40 Yes

NELSON, TREVOR 1

The intern will assist with the care for live fish, cleaning tanks, feeding fish, removing mortalities, transferring fish, loading fish onto stocking trucks, stocking fish under 
the supervision of hatchery staff.  Will also daily record mortality, feeding and water quality information.  Assist with routine maintenance and upkeep of facility and 
grounds, utilizing various hand tools and other basic power tools, performing basic maintenance work and painting.   

Employment is contingent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency’s ability to reasonably accommodate any restrictions.

Preferred skills - attention to detail during repetitive tasks, ability to work in all types of weather conditions (including extreme heat and sun exposure), ability to lift and 
carry 50 lb. bags of feed, 30-50 lb. nets of fish, and 25-40 lb. buckets of fish, willingness to work at a remote location in a national forest 42 miles from the nearest town 
that is accessible only be a combination of paved and unpaved roadways.

Canyon Creek 
Hatchery, 

Forest Lakes, 
AZ

Yes 40 Yes

O'DELL, JOHNATHAN 2

The interns will assist with the capture, marking and releasing of wild doves including data collection.  Often this work takes place in remote field sites under typical 
weather conditions of Arizona.  May be asked to assist with other Terrestrial Wildlife program related activities as well.  

Employment is contingent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency’s ability to reasonably accommodate any restrictions.     
Phoenix No 40 Yes

O'DONNELL, RYAN 2

The interns will assist in a wide variety of field work projects around the state of Arizona focusing primarily on amphibians and reptiles but potentially including work on 
mammals, birds and plants.  Potential focal species to include Mexican Gartersnakes, Flat-tailed Horned Lizards, and others.  Much of the appointment will include travel 
during the work week including camping at field sites or staying in provided housing.  Some data entry, gear maintenance, cleaning, and other tasks will be included. 

Employment is contingent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency’s ability to reasonably accommodate any restrictions.   

Required/Preferred Skills - positive attitude, eagerness to gain experience working with animals

Phoenix No 40 Yes

PEBWORTH, TY 1

This intern will provide care for live fish in ponds, tanks and raceways.  This includes: feeding, cleaning screens and rearing units (raceways/tanks) on routine basis using 
established protocols, monitor signs of stress and disease, removed dead fish from rearing units and treat fish with therapeutics as needed.  Record daily feed and fish 
mortality information onto data sheets.  Capture and load live fish for transferring between units and for stocking.  Assist other hatcheries with stocking live fish into lakes 
and streams as needed.  Maintain property grounds, buildings and support systems.  Perform minor maintenance and repairs on equipment, vehicles and/or 
infrastructures as needed.  Communicates with the public at the hatchery and while on stocking runs.  Assist at other hatcheries as needed, including Bubbling Ponds.     

Employment is contingent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency’s ability to reasonably accommodate any restrictions.     

Preferred skills - interest in fisheries (specifically hatcheries), experience caring for live animals, general grounds keeping (such as mowing, weed eating, tree trimming), 
strong desire to learn, excellent work ethic

Page Springs 
Hatchery, 

Cornville, AZ
Yes 40 Yes
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HERVERT, JOHN
PIEST, LIN 2

The interns will assist at the Sonoran pronghorn captive breeding pens near Ajo and Yuma, Arizona.  Observe and monitor individual pronghorn with binoculars and 
spotting scopes using ear tags and collars as identification.  Provide feed, maintain waters, clean up waste hay, maintain irrigation systems and irrigate, maintain wire 
and electric fences.  Record detailed accurate field notes.  Other duties within the Sonoran pronghorn recovery program as assigned.  Assist with a rattlesnake behavior 
project, including locating radio-implanted rattlesnakes with telemetry equipment and searching for additional snakes.  

Employment is contingent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency’s ability to reasonably accommodate any restrictions.   

Preferred skills - experience hiking, driving, and orienting in rugged, outdoor situations; experience maintaining fences and irrigation systems; use of telemetry equipment 
to locate wildlife; accurate collection of field data; ability to work in adverse weather conditions

(1) - Yuma
(1) - Ajo Yes 40 Yes

RINKER, MATTHEW 2

The exact timing and activities may be subject to change during the course of the internship for any of the following reasons: change in weather, emergencies/work 
priority, forest closures, illness or other.  The work schedule may vary on any given week.  

Crews will be conducting a wide variety of activities that may include (but not limited to): fish collection and transport, fish stocking, non-native fish removals, angler 
surveys, stream surveys, aquatic snake surveys, piscicide treatments, water quality collection, Zooplankton surveys, habitat assessments, cleaning and disinfecting gear, 
stock tank surveys, driving 4x4 vehicles, warehouse cleanup and organization, lake surveys, fish habitat construction and deployment, transporting equipment for 
repair/maintenance and other duties as assigned.  Crews will be using any combination of gear types including (but not limited to): electrofishing (backpack and boat), 
seines, hoop-nets, minnow traps, gill-nets, trammel nets, angling equipment, snorkeling equipment/wet suits and others.  Crews may work for extended periods of time 
(up to 5 days) in remote wilderness settings.  Crews may work alternating shifts (day and night) up to 16 hour days.  Will require hiking in rough terrain over long 
distances (up to 10 miles) and will work in varying environmental conditions ranging from freezing to over 100 degrees F.  Multi-day backpacking and camping trips will 
be required.  Lifting and carrying up to 50 lbs. for extended periods is not uncommon.  Swimming in cold and moving waters is not uncommon.  Qualified candidates will 
require a positive attitude and ability to work well in a group setting, ability to work under stressful situations and willingness to conduct a variety of tasks.  

Employment is contingent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency’s ability to reasonably accommodate any restrictions.    

Required skills - driving, swimming, reading, writing, hiking/backpacking, typing, effective communication skill
Preferred skills - Fish ID, stream and lake surveying, water quality surveying, data collection, GPS use, 4x4 operation, first aid, fish transport

Flagstaff No 40 Yes

RODRIGUEZ-
BEAUGRAND,

DIANA
1

The intern will assist production staff in developing relevant stories for television, film, online streaming and other platforms.  Researches topics using a variety of 
sources, including video archives, the internet, library archives and others as needed.  Communicates with video producers and other members of staff to ensure a 
smooth running of the project.  Supports staff by answering phones, taking detailed notes during meetings, inputting data into the computer and performing other tasks as 
required.  Produce and edit video content that adhere to company guidelines and standards to share on online channels, including social media and YouTube.  Provides 
assistance as needed in all components of the production, including sound, lighting, camera, editing and postproduction.  Perform other duties as requested by staff to 
ensure all necessary tasks are performed in a proficient manner that adheres to the quality expected from the Department.  

Employment is contingent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency's ability to reasonably accommodate any restrictions.  

Required skills - proficient in Microsoft Office and Adobe Premiere Pro 2017 Editing software 
Preferred skills - excellent verbal and communication skills, working knowledge of social media, strong organizational skills

Phoenix No 40 Yes

RYAN, MASON 2

The interns will assist with gartersnake and turtle conservation projects consisting of a balance of field & office work.  Fieldwork will include using trapping techniques, 
visual encounter surveys, & other methods for mark-recapture & presence/absence surveys to monitor gartersnake and turtle populations.  In addition there may be 
opportunities to survey for Arizona toads and ranid frogs statewide.  This work may require hiking in extreme temperatures over rough terrain, GPS navigation, camping.  
Fieldwork days may involve long hours, occassionaly on weekends, and/or being out of town for up to one week at a time.  Daily field duties may include identifying, 
handling, & processing native & nonnative herpetofauna, accurate data collection, & preparing for field trips.  Office duties include data entry, reading and producing 
maps, and other tasks as needed.  Interns will use 4WD vehicles and will operate and maintain a variety of specialized equipment common to terrestrial, aquatic, and 
habit-oriented wildlife work.  

Employment is contingent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency’s ability to reasonably accommodate any restrictions.     

Preferred skills - snake and turtle capture techniques, snake handling, data collection, hiking, camping, navigating with maps and GPS, data entry and management (MS 
Office), word processing, identifying herpetofaunal species, off-highway driving, map production using GIS

Phoenix No 40 Yes
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SISSON, BRYCE 1

Assists the Manager and Fish Culturists in fish care and culture duties including feeding and cleaning of tanks, removing and recording mortalities, transferring fish, 
loading fish onto stocking trucks, stocking fish under supervision and monitoring water quality information.  Assists with routine maintenance and upkeep of facility and 
grounds, operating various hand tools, lawn mowers, string trimmers, and other basic powertools.  

Employment is contingent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency’s ability to reasonably accommodate any restrictions.

Preferred skills - experience caring for live animals (preferably fish), knowledge of fish biology, experience with use of hand tools and grounds keeping equipment (such 
as lawnmowers and string trimmers), high attention to detail during repetitive tasks, ability to work in all types of weather conditions, ability to repeatedly lift and carry 50 
lb bags of feed, 30-5- lb nets of fish, and 25-40 lb buckets of fish

Tonto Creek 
Hatchery, 

Payson, AZ
Yes 40 Yes

SMITH, KALEB 1

The primary responsibility of the position is to assist the Conservation and Mitigation Program (CAMP) in conducting fish and native snake surveys.  Various techniques 
will be used including: electrofishing, snorkeling, seining, hoop netting, visual surveys, etc.  Will assist with the translocation of fish and other aquatic fauna resulting from 
drought as well as nonnative aquatic species removals.  Duties will also include operation of OHV, UTV, and 4x4 vehicles, field work preparation, data collection, data 
entry, updating database records, and reporting weekly accomplishments.  This position involves strenuous hiking and camping in remote areas as well as swimming in 
environments ranging from low elevation desert streams to high elevation mountain streams. 

Employment is contingent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency’s ability to reasonably accommodate any restrictions.

Preferred skills - ability to hike long distances in rugged terrain in adverse weather and heat, computer and data management skills, ability to swim, ability to work 
independently, be a self-starter and good communicator

Mesa No 40 Yes

SORENSEN, JEFF 1

This internship will assist with native invertebrate projects (mollusk and crustacean) throughout the State, and may assist with native fish, amphibian, and reptile projects 
as available.  Field locations include: Verde Valley, Mogollon Rim, White Mountains, Huachuca Mountains, San Rafael Valley, Safford, Pinaleno Mountains, and possibly 
Grand Canyon.  The position will require hiking and camping in remote portions of Arizona, under various weather conditions.  Other duties include: data entry, writing 
assignments, researching literature, examining and preparing specimens for preservation, cleaning gear, and equipment loading and maintenance.  

Employment is contingent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency’s ability to reasonably accommodate any restrictions.  

Required skills - ability to swim, hike and camp
Preferred skills - experience using GPS, kayaking, using ArcGIS

Phoenix No 40 Yes

SORIA, CYNTHIA 1

The intern will assist the International and Borderlands Program Manager and biologist to: a) conduct terrestrial and aquatic wildlife surveys throughout Arizona and/or 
Mexico; b) write and communicate with various cooperators from Mexico and the United States in English and Spanish; c) analyze and summarize technical information 
on wetlands, migratory birds, and endangered species; d) assist with ttrail camera deployment, maintenance, photo data processing, and photo database management; 
e) other duties as needed.  Intern will be expected to work independently and as a team.  Fieldwork may involve long days, weekends, and/or being out-of-town for up to 
one week at a time.  Occasionally, fieldwork may be under extreme temperatures over rough terrain, and camping in remote areas.  This position will consist of field work 
(40%) and office duties (60%).  

Employment is contingent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency’s ability to reasonably accommodate any restrictions. 

Preferred skills - fluent Spanish speaker, verbal and written translation skills from English to Spanish and vice versa, basic computer skills

Phoenix No 40 Yes

STINGELIN, ANGELA
LADD, JUSTIN 1

The intern will assist wildlife biologist with habitat enhancement projects, fish and wildlife surveys, computer data entry, and other various field activities.  Project 
activities may include habitat enhancement activities such as water management; plant sampling, photo point collection, and invasive species management.  Duties may 
include working in extreme temperature, hiking and camping in desert and mountainous terrain for up to a week at a time, with hiking up to 10 miles per day.   

Preferred skills - mechanically inclined, background in agricultural production activities, plant identification

Tucson Yes 40 No

TAYLOR, SARAH 1

Provide care for live native and sport fish (and possibly frogs) in ponds, tanks, and raceways. This includes feeding, cleaning screens and rearing units (raceways/tanks) 
on routine basis using established protocols, monitor signs of stress and disease, remove dead fish from rearing units and treat fish with therapeutics as needed. Record 
daily feed and fish mortality information on data sheets. Maintain hatchery grounds, buildings, and support systems. Perform minor maintenance or repairs on equipment, 
vehicles and/or infrastructures. Clean and organize hatchery buildings and equipment. Capture and load live fish for transferring between units and for stocking. Assist 
other hatcheries with stocking live fish into lakes and streams as needed. Communicates with the public at the hatchery and if on stocking runs. Assist at other hatcheries 
as needed, including Page Springs Hatchery. Maitain public nature trail. Perform necessary predator control such as scaring off predatory birds, watching for otter sign, 
and tracking them (no handling). 

Bubblings 
Ponds 

Hatchery, 
Cornville, AZ

Yes 40 Yes
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WILCOX, RENEE 5

Interns will assist wildlife biologist with plant identification and habitat monitoring projects.  May assist on other fish and wildlife and wildlife surveys, computer data entry, 
and other various field activities.  Other activities may include habitat enhancement activities such as water management; plant monitoring, photo point collection, and 
invasive species management.  Duties may include working in extreme temperature, hiking (8-10 miles per day) and camping in desert and mountainous terrain for up to 
a eight days at a time.  

Employment is contingent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency’s ability to reasonably accommodate any restrictions. 

Phoenix No 40 Yes

WOLTERS, PILAR 1

This internship will provide an introduction to fisheries research and management.  This includes conducting creel (angler) surveys, working in a hatchery, sampling fish 
(electrofishing), conducting experiments, data entry and processing.  Primary duties are: 1.) 6 days a month conducting creel surveys at Lees Ferry, Colorado River, 2) 
implementation of game cameras and image processing to supplement creel data, 3) one day a week working at the Aquatic Research and Conservation Center 
hatchery (e.g. maintain facility grounds, feeding fish, cleaning tanks and raceways, spawning raceway setup and maintenance, stocking fish spawn in the previous year, 
assist with ongoing laboratory experiments, assist with outreach and education, assist with facility projects including plumbing and other construction techniques, etc.), 4) 
laboratory research into hybridization between Razorback and Flannelmouth Suckers, 5.) fish monitoring trip(s) on the Colorado River and tributaries, capturing, tagging, 
identifying and measuring fish, and 6) other projects as needed and as time permits, such other creel or fish surveys with Region 2 personnel.  Work hours will include 
weekends, overnight stays, long hours and some night work.    

Employment is contingent upon completion of a post-offer medical/physical examination and the agency’s ability to reasonably accommodate any restrictions.

Preferred skills - comfortable interacting with the general public, data collection and entry, attention to detail, familiarity with Microsoft Excel, interest in fish,  fish 
management and research 

Flagstaff No 40 Yes
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